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PAST PERFORMANCE IS NOT NECESSARILY INDICATIVE OF FUTURE RESULTS.  
THERE IS NO ASSURANCE OUR PROGRAMS WILL ACHIEVE THEIR OBJECTIVES OR AVOID LOSSES. 

3D PERFORMANCE IN CHART IS BASED ON A 25% FUNDED ACCOUNT AND IS GROSS OF FEES. 
 
 

S&P 500:  
February 3 - 7, 2020 

 
 

What a difference a week can make. Two weeks ago, the S&P 500’s weekly consecutive new all-time high winning streak came to an abrupt end at 

thirteen when the market failed to make a new all time high and finished the week down over -2%. Despite the weak finish to January, the market’s 

largest intraday descent since Oct 2, 2019, and the first down week of 2020 last week, the S&P 500 managed to retrace all of its losses and rallied 

to another new all-time high this week. To put things into perspective in the first 26 trade days of 2020 the S&P 500 has been +3.3%, -0.6% and 

+3.9% on the year. It’s now +3%. Fascinating!  

2020 and the last two weeks are a clear reminder that the market moves in two directions. I included an S&P 500 chart going back to the last week 

of January so that you can see the stark difference a week can make and how quickly things can change albeit lower or higher most recently. 

Consistent with the market’s historical “norm”, most of this week’s gains were overnight. You can clearly see in this week’s chart that the market 

gapped higher on four consecutive days, totaling an approximate gain of +2.7%. As you would expect volatility also plummeted this week, as the 

VIX dropped 22% off its high.   

This week is an example of why 3D Capital and our 3D Defender program plays Daily Dynamic Defense and manages equity market risk one day at a 

time. We take great pride in protecting stock market investors when they need it and not when they don’t and this week’s parabolic surge in the 

S&P 500 required little Defense. The S&P 500 finished the week up +3%. Our short bias 3D Defender S&P 500 program (not options), was short 

during the week and covered the shorts when the market retraced too far off its lows. 3D Defender finished the week +0.01% (100% funded and 

gross of fees).   

Despite the market’s rally to new all-time highs this week we continue to see warning signs that the S&P 500 is vulnerable. Those signs include 

weakness in Crude, Copper, EURJPY and global stock markets. This aligns with recent extremes in the Warren Buffet Indicator, Put-Call Ratio, Fear-

Greed Index and Smart-Dumb Money Spread that all say the stock market is either overpriced or vulnerable to the downside.  

We are rooting for the stock market to go higher and prepared for when it does not. As you can see in the chart above things can change quickly. 

The market waits for no-one. We also know markets grind higher and sell off sharply and that you cannot prepare after the fact. We want to help 

you prepare NOW. The market made a new all-time high this week and is up over +400% in the last ten years. It is prudent to be prepared. The 

market will give you gains on the way up, we want to help you profit on the way down. This is our expertise. 

Please contact us so we can help you. You can also visit our website to learn more: www.3dcapitalmanagement.com. 

Thank you for your participation and interest in 3D Defender. I hope you enjoy your weekend. 

Week Ending 1/31/20 

SP 500: -2.11% 

3D Defender: +3.00% 

 

Week Ending 2/7/20 

SP 500: +3.02% 

3D Defender: +0.04% 
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